Mineral extracting involves lots of uncertain factors which take on the typically nonlinear characteristics. To find out the accidents caused by main factors and make clear of disaster-causing factors and risk sources, a modified risk evaluation model-associated interaction effect analysis method was constructed from four aspects of man subsystem, machine subsystem, working environment subsystem, and operations management subsystem. With this model, the theory of brittleness relation was applied to analyze closely the connection between mine safety and various subsystems and their interaction effects on mine safety. Furthermore, brittleness factors were also proposed according to the characteristics of underground mining. Finally, based on data from working fields and investigation results, taking a typical mine as an example, the analysis was carried out. e results show that their entropies of brittle relation were equal to 0.006 ± 0.201 i, − 0.012 ± 0.221 i, 0.142 ± 0.237 i, and 0.041 ± 0.202 i, respectively. More exactly speaking, the main brittleness influenced on its safety is the environment subsystem in the mine. erefore, the key to controlling mine accidents is to introduce advanced equipment and improve mechanization level to reach the intrinsic safety of the mining enterprise. e research proves that the modified risk analysis model based on brittleness relation theory is an effective approach to making clear of the state of mine safety and keeping accidents away in time by taking corresponding measures.
Introduction
According to the statistics of China Statistical Yearbook 2018, the population of China is 1.39 billion, and almost 0.2 billion of the population are insured employees with social security. Statistics have shown that about 38,000 employees had a fatal accident in 2017 and 859 mine employees (375 for coal mining) comprising a certain proportion of the total number of dead employees. erefore, industrial accidents should be analyzed carefully. Also, risk evaluation should be made. e mining industry accounts for an obvious proportion of work accidents in all industry divisions. Mining, especially coal mining, has been considered as one of the most dangerous occupations in the world and results in severe socioeconomic consequences and life treasures for society and workers [1] . As indicated by the statistical data, the hazards presented in mineral-extracting operations make them unique in the field of industrial safety and health because mineral extracting involves lots of uncertain factors which take on the typically nonlinear characteristics. In China, mineral-extracting industries rank first in occupational diseases, permanent incapacity, fatal accidents, and occupational accidents. Accidents are painfully and costly to workers and their families [2] . Nowadays, the problems in mine safety are prominent, and there are many reasons for these problems. With the development of the times and the advancement of society, the current concern about mine safety has gradually increased. Mine safety has become an important part of the sustainable development of the mining industry, which is attracted widely by all countries' attention. At present, the situation of mine safety production is still severe, which seriously restricts the development of mine enterprises and becomes the bottleneck in China. It is well known that the mine production system is an extremely complex system, which is composed of many subsystems, such as human, machine, environment, and so on. e occurrences of accidents have been on obviously uncertain and random characteristics. Once an important element does not work normally, it is likely to bring on the collapse of the production system, which will cause accidents, even enormous disasters. Such characteristics have been called brittleness [3] . e term of brittleness refers to the collapse of one subsystem causing damage to other subsystems because of a coupling relationship between each other, for the reason that brittleness is an inherent property of complex systems and always accompanied by the existence of complex systems [4] . erefore, how to make the effective analyses and find out the brittle factors of accidents and their relations to control and prevent the accident fundamentally has become one of the major and urgent issues of safety science.
In recent years, the brittleness risk assessment of the disaster-tolerant body is the core issue of disaster risk assessment, and it is also a hot issue discussed by various research organizations of disaster risk assessment in the world.
e corresponding evaluation methods can be roughly divided into five categories currently [5] , and these methods are proposed based on the index system [6] [7] [8] , the vulnerability curve [9, 10] , the layer superposition [11, 12] , graph theory [13, 14] , and the cellular automata [15, 16] , respectively. ese methods are widely used in chemical industrial park [5] , environmental vulnerability [17] , power grids [18, 19] , flood vulnerability and disaster [20, 21] , natural gas pipelines [22] , firefighting emergency response [23] and groundwater vulnerability [24, 25] , and so on. In order to prevent and control disaster accidents, the brittleness of the complex system has been conducted in-depth research at home and abroad. ere are some scholars to study the brittleness of the system from different sides. Jin et al. [26] analyzed the brittleness of SARS based on the split test method and explained the process of collapse from the characteristic side of the coal mine accident system; Liu et al. [27] used the theory of brittleness to make clear of the brittle relation between disaster and spontaneous combustion of sulfide ores; Guan and Guo [28] considered the interactive coupling structure constructed by interaction effects among projects as the brittleness risk's internal cause of a project portfolio. Ying et al. [29] proposed a method to analyze and evaluate brittle source of the key procedure in increasing the stability during complex parts' manufacturing. Based on the concept of machining cell, brittleness risk is introduced into the stability analysis of the manufacturing process. e previous studies built the single disaster or accident assessment models from the qualitative, semiquantitative, and quantitative perspectives, while the quantitative study on the brittleness of the coupled multihazard involving lots of uncertainty factors in mine safety is scarce.
Mine production system is a complex system which taking on the typically nonlinear characteristics and involving lots of uncertainty factors. In this paper, brittleness theory has been modified and applied to describe brittleness risk evaluation of mine safety based on brittle relational entropy. is paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the theme and context of the article; Section 2 presents brittleness of the complex system, including essence of brittleness, brittle relation, and their relational entropy; Section 3 describes brittle risk source of the mine safety system in detail and then Section 4 presents an application of the model. Finally, the results obtained and the control strategy provided are discussed in Section 5, and the conclusions of the paper drawn and suggestions for future studies are given in Section 6.
Brittleness Theory of Complex System
2.1. Essence of Brittleness. Some parts of a system are affected by inside factors of interference which caused the collapse of other parts of the system or the whole complex system as a result of the direct or indirect effect of that behavior. e attribute has been named brittleness of complex system [4] . As a basic attribute of the complex system, brittleness is always accompanied by the complex systems. erefore, it will not disappear due to the evolution of the system or changes in the external environment. For an open-ended complex giant system, when one of its subsystems has been suffered from a large enough force, the original ordered state will be damaged and then forms a new disordered state. e state has been called the collapse of the subsystem. Because the subsystem exchanges matter and energy with other systems, its collapse will destroy the orderly state of other subsystems that exchange material and energy and eventually collapse. Following these recurrence relations, with the number of collapse systems increasing and hierarchy expanding, the whole complex system would eventually be collapsed [4] .
Brittle
Relation. In a complex system, there have been three types of brittle connections between its subsystems or the factors of subsystems due to the interrelated impact of collapse [15] , such as the congruity, the discrepancy, and the opposition, according to the theory of set pair analysis (SPA) [30] .
SPA, which was firstly proposed by Chinese scholar Zhao in 1989, is a way of system analysis that portrays and researches on the certainty and uncertainty, as well as their transforming rule existing widely in the system by the concept of set pair and connection degree. Two sets with some relationships were assembled in one pair. Currently, the SPA has been applied to many fields such as social science, engineering technology, management, control system, and research on entropy. Further researches can show the two sets have both common features and opposite sides. According to the theory of SPA, there are N characteristics in total, S is the number of same characteristics, O is the number of opposite characteristics, and F � N-S-O is the number of fluctuant characteristics. Consequently, the congruity, discrepancy, and opposite degree can be expressed in the following equation:
where a + b + c � 1. A � S/N, b � O/N, and c � F/N are the measures of the congruity degree, the discrepancy degree, and the opposite degree, respectively. i and j are the corresponding coefficients of the discrepancy degree and opposite degree, respectively. e scope of i is [− 1, 1] and j � − 1.
Brittle Relational Entropy.
In 1948, Shannon introduced a general uncertainty measure on random variables which taken different probabilities among states into account. According to the theory of Shannon's entropy, the system can be considered as n events, and if probability of every event is p i (i � 1, 2, . . ., n), then the degree of uncertainty H (p 1 , . . ., p n ) is defined as the following expression:
e subsystems can be described by the changes of states, that is to say, when one of the subsystems is collapsed, the states of the other subsystem that have brittle connection with the one collapsed to some extent. X was supposed as a collapsed input, there exists at least one state y j (l < j < n) of Y that has brittle connection with X. Denote the brittle same probability is p a (y j /X); denote the brittle fluctuating probability is p b (y j /X), and denote the brittle opposite probability is p c (y j /X), respectively. e three brittle relational probabilities can be expressed as follows:
And, for their corresponding brittle relational entropy can be expressed as follows:
Influences on subsystem Y by X should be the integration of brittle same entropy, brittle fluctuating entropy, and brittle opposite entropy, respectively. Define the brittle relational entropy when Y collapses following the X collapses:
where w a , w b , and w c are weighty coefficients of brittle same, fluctuating, and opposite entropy, respectively. If the subsystem Y is largest affected by the collapse of X, there will be a combination of probability distribution that makes H X Y the maximum.
Brittle Risk Source of Mine Safety System

Essence of Brittleness for Mine Safety System.
Mineral extracting, involving lots of uncertain factors which taking on the typically nonlinear characteristics, is a comprehensive and technical industry which involves various contents, for example, geology, mining, ventilation, transportation, electromechanical equipment, blasting, and environment protection, as well as organizational management. Compared with other industries, the mining industry is a more labor-intensive industry. It has even worse working conditions and more unsafe factors. In addition, the workplace and the work itself are quite dangerous because the underground working space is narrow, and the explosion of the gas and dust of coal mine, gushing water, underground fire, roof accidents, underground blasting, and so on which take on the direct influence on a mine safety system and threatening the lives, health, and safety of miners. Yan et al. [31] analyzed the safety condition of coal mines by using the theory of man-machine-environment system engineering which was effective to prevent the disasters and accidents. Mine accidents occurred every time, and as a matter of fact, they are related to human unsafe behavior, the state of insecurity of the equipment, destructive environmental conditions, and the organizational operations management. It is precisely because these factors do not work normally and lead to the damage of the mine safety system eventually, and when the degree of damage is more than what the system can accept, the system will collapse. In this paper, the brittle relation between accidents and mine safety system can be constructed from four aspects of human, machine, environment, and operations management. Assuming that four subsystems can be described with the following state vector set:
where S denotes the mine safety system and S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 denote human subsystem, machine subsystem, environment subsystem, and operations management subsystem, respectively.
Composition of Mine Safety System
3.2.1. Human Subsystem. e person, who plays an important role in the mine safety system, is the receiver of accident, at the same time, as well as the releaser of the one. Using a miner as an example, it is well known that the miner generally has greater involvement and influence in the process of identifying and characterizing risk; thus, personnel stuff, especially the professional quality building and safety psychology status, has great impact on security. As far as the human subsystem is concerned, the brittle factors can be obtained from the states of physiology and psychology, the professional quality building, and safety training. e state vector set is
where s 101 is the proportion of technical staff; s 102 is the average age of technicians; s 103 is the education time of technical staff; s 104 is the average experience of managers; s 105 is manager's average length of service; s 106 is the education time of managers; s 107 is the education time of works; s 108 is the average length of service of workers; s 109 is the proportion of the dispatched workers; s 110 is the proportion Mathematical Problems in Engineering of formal workers; s 111 is the average age of workers; and s 112 is the average training time for workers.
Machine Subsystem.
In the whole mine production system, machine subsystem itself is a complex system which is composed of various types of equipment, especially in a modern mine. Accordingly, there are so many factors impacting safety that it is possible that the system will be collapsed due to these disabled equipment. e state vector set of brittleness factors is
where s 201 is the intact rate of the supporting structure; s 202 is coverage rate of injecting water into coal seam; s 203 is coverage rate of grouting after excavating; s 204 is intact rate of the machines and their protection devices; s 205 is the level of mining mechanization; s 206 is of devices exhausting gas; s 207 is intact rate of drainage equipment; s 208 is the level of transport mechanization; s 209 is intact rate of communication facilities; s 210 is intact rate of monitoring and controlling equipment; s 211 is intact rate of ventilation facilities; s 212 is intact rate of dustproof facilities; s 213 is utilization rate of dustproof facilities; s 214 is electric apparatus and its protection devices; and s 215 is intact rate of fireproofing and firefighting facilities.
Environment Subsystem.
Statistical analysis of accidents in the mine has shown that the poor working environment is one of the important reasons which caused a high frequency of accidents. From working and geological environments, the brittle factors of the environment can be obtained, and its state vector set is
where s 301 is the geological structure; s 302 is occurrence condition of coal seams; s 303 is stability of roof and floor; s 304 is gas geological conditions; s 305 is the hydrogeology condition; s 306 is tendency of coal spontaneous combustion; s 307 is explosiveness of coal seam; s 308 is temperature; s 309 is roadway qualification rate; s 310 is air velocity; s 311 is the minimum pedestrian width of the roadway; s 312 is the minimum pedestrian height of the roadway; and s 313 is concentration of coal dust.
Operations Management
Subsystem. e normal operation and mutual coordination of the correlative departments have direct connections with safety production in the mine. e brittle factors of operations management can be obtained from management, coordination of operation, and emergency response, and the state vector set is
where s 401 is safety management; s 402 is quality control; s 403 is civilized production; s 404 is the coordination index of an atmosphere of people's enthusiasm; s 405 is the coordination index of economic status; s 406 is the coordination index of ethos; s 407 is the emergency plan; s 408 is emergency treatment; and s 409 is response time.
Interaction of Mine Safety
System. e interactions between the various subsystems in the mine production safety system are different, and the relationship is very complicated. Starting from the mode of action, combined with the influence between subsystems, the interaction of each subsystem can be divided into four types [32] :
(1) Layout interaction, that is, because of the adjacent layout of the subsystem, one system is damaged, and the other system has been also destroyed. Such as the degree of mechanization is not high, it has been lead to an increase in the density of manual operations, which will bring management problems. (2) Functional interaction, which refers to the normal functioning of a subsystem function, depends on the normal functioning of other subsystem functions associated with it. at is, when the subsystem function associated with it fails, the function of the system may not function properly. For example, coal dust and dust concentration will affect the choice of explosion-proof equipment and facilities, and explosive equipment and facilities will further lead to coordination of management and operation.
(3) Alternative interactions, that is, the functionality of one system can be replaced by the functions of other subsystems associated with it, so when the system fails, it causes an excessive demand for its functional replacement subsystem. If the stability of the top and bottom plates is not good enough, the risk of roof-fall is relatively large, so the requirement for the integrity of the supporting equipment is improved. (4) Resilience interactions, that is, after the destruction, the functional recovery and repair process will affect each other. When multiple subsystems fail, one of the systems affects the repair process of other subsystems. For example, if the ventilation system is damaged, other system recovery will become very difficult. e type division of interactions is the embodiment of the mutual influence mechanism. According to the aforementioned classification method, the interaction between the four typical systems of human, machine, environment, and operations management was analyzed. e types of interaction between them and their corresponding influences in the case of severe functional failure are shown in Table 1 .
Modified Brittleness Risk Evaluation Model.
Risk identification of the system is the primary work of system risk management and the basis of risk measurement and control. Risk identification of the system mainly includes three aspects: (1) determining what risks the system will be encountered, that is, to identify the risk content; (2) identifying the main influencing factors of the risk; and (3) identifying the consequences caused by the risk. e specific analysis process is shown in Figure 1 .
Brittle relation analysis model of the mine is proposed according to the brittleness relations of the same, fluctuating, and opposite characteristics between brittle factors of human, machine, environment, and operations management and interactions between the various subsystems. e model architecture is shown in Figure 2 
Case Studies and Results
Gas explosion has always been a typical accident in coal mines.
e gas explosion of a coal mine was used as an example. It is appropriate that the production system of the coal mine has been divided into four parts of human, machine, environment, and operations management according to their brittle relational analyses.
Data Collection and Processing.
e data is obtained according to the analyses above and production conditions of a mining enterprise in Shandong Province, China. In this paper, a five-dimensional vector was taken as the state of the safety of brittle factors. For example, using (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) as "the safe level," "the comparatively safe level," "the mid level," "the comparatively unsafe level," and "the unsafe level," respectively, "the safe level" was denoted as the brittle relation of the opposite characteristic between the factor and accident; "the comparatively safe level" and "the mid level" were denoted as the brittle relation of the fluctuating characteristic; and "the comparatively unsafe level" and "the unsafe level" were denoted as the brittle relation of the same characteristic.
e grading standards of corresponding measures of brittleness risk factors have been shown in Table 2 . In order to facilitate the calculation and make out this method, the brittle same, fluctuating, and opposite probability was taken as their corresponding measures of brittleness. Table 3 presents the results of calculation.
Subsystem Interaction.
According to the definition of brittle relational entropy, the layout effect (L) between each subsystem can be characterized as brittleness in the mine production system, and the alternative interaction (A) can be characterized as brittleness opposition; while the functional influence (F) and resilience impact (R) can be characterized as brittle fluctuation. e brittle correlation feature between subsystems in the accident state can be represented by a Boolean matrix. "0" in the matrix indicates that there is no influence between them, and "1" indicates that there is mutual influence between them. en, the Boolean matrix of different types of influence modes is as follows:
First, the columns of each matrix have been summed to obtain the integrated matrix (Z) after they were coupled.
en, each column of the integrated matrix has been summed to obtain the influence relationship between the subsystem and other subsystems: the human subsystem is 7, the environment subsystem is 5, the machine subsystem is 6, and the operation management subsystem is 6.
Finally, the parameters P a , P b , and P c corresponding to the brittleness, brittleness opposition, and brittle fluctuations of each subsystem and their corresponding entropy H a , H b , and H c were calculated. e results are shown in Table 3 .
Determination of Weighty Coefficients.
A catastrophe progression method was used to evaluate the weighty Table 1 : Interaction characteristics of the mine safety system in serious failure of function.
Active object/subsystem
Affected object/subsystem H-S M-S E-S O&M-S
•-layout interaction, ○-functional interaction, □-alternative interaction, and △-resilience interaction.
coefficients in (13) based on catastrophe theory developed principally by French mathematician om for simulating natural phenomena [33] . e potential function has been expressed as follows:
where a, b, and c are the control variables and x is the state variable. Denote V′(x) � 0 and V″ (x) � 0, respectively, then the following set of equations can be obtained:
e evaluation can be performed by the three control variables and one state variable. e decomposable form of the bifurcation set can be obtained in the following equation:
According to equations (14) and (15) , the following results can be obtained:
x a � a 1/2 ,
where the values of x, a, b, and c are between 0 and 1. e three control variables are, respectively, corresponding to the brittle same, fluctuating, and opposite entropy. Let w a , w b , w c be x a , x b , x c , respectively, then
e corresponding brittleness entropies can be derived according to equations (5) and (17) . e normalized results have been listed in Table 4 .
Result Analysis and Brittle Risk Control Strategy
From Table 4 , it can be found that when i � 1, the maximum value of brittle relational entropy between mine safety and its four subsystems is max (S 1 ) � 0.207, max (S 2 ) � 0.209, max . e data show that brittle relational entropy of the environment subsystem is the biggest one and reflects the nature of mining exploitation that is a complex production process. It is not only because there are lots of operation links in mine production but also because the workplaces are changed frequently. e layout of working face, in particular, is subject to the restriction of some conditions, such as geological structure, stability of roof and floor, and occurrence condition of coal seams, as well as hydrogeology condition. Guan and Guo [28] presented some measures to control the brittleness risk for project portfolio based on the brittleness assessment results and the brittle entropy theory. is thinking mode of control strategy is introduced in our work. If the brittleness relation entropy, shown in Table 4 , is obtained from the state vector of this subsystem interaction at time T, it can be seen from Figure 3 that four risk control points for brittle relation control strategy can be set from two aspects of the horizontal and vertical twodimensional perspectives, and the specific measures are as follows:
(1) Controlling strategy from the vertical to the bottom strategy: for each pair of brittleness relation to determine the corresponding risk system (factor) and set the first risk control point, that is, the dangerous system (factor) has been monitored to prevent the occurrence of brittle collapse events. Furthermore, the negative entropy flows for subsystems consisting of brittleness relation was introduced to prevent accidents by taking measures, such as safety inputs, efficient management, and so on, and the whole process was monitored. If the changes of the brittleness relation entropy dH < 0, the state of taking measures will be continuously maintained; otherwise, the second risk control point was set to terminate the brittleness relation which changes the fragile connection structure of the system to prevent or interrupt the occurrence of brittle collapse events. (2) Controlling strategy from horizontal to edge strategy: since the state vector of the system is not constant, at T + 1, the brittleness relation level between systems would be made a change. e brittleness relation entropy of the system interaction needs to be recalculated at this time. If the entropy value decreases, it is considered that the composition and scale of the brittleness relation at this time are safe; if not, whether it exceeds the security threshold of the predefined brittleness relation entropy should be determined by the management. If it is not exceeded, the third risk control point was set. At this time, it is necessary to monitor the state with the brittleness relation level lower than the previous one. Once the entropy value has exceeded the threshold at this time, it is necessary to control the scale of the risk relation, that is, the fourth risk control point should be set.
According to the theory of brittleness entropy and brittle risk control strategy, the brittleness entropy of accidents reflects the degree of uncertainty of causing accidents, and the bigger the value of entropy is, the greater the risk of causing an accident does. us, in order to avoid brittleness of the mine safety system or minimize the brittle influenced by the collapse of some factors, the fundamental method is to obtain negative entropy. e brittle fluctuating entropies of four subsystems are shown in Table 4 ; it can be found that Δ(B 3 ) > Δ(B 2 ) > Δ(B 4 ) > Δ(B 1 ), and the brittle fluctuating entropies of environment, machine, and operation management subsystems are the top three, especially the environment subsystem, which have the most notable brittle influence on the mine production system safety. erefore, the key to controlling mine accidents is to improve the overall working conditions of workers and attach importance to safety management and emergency work. Furthermore, advanced equipment should be introduced to promote mechanization level which will reach intrinsic safety of the mining enterprise.
Conclusions
e mine production system is extremely complex, whose process of production has much indefinite information. e occurrence of mine accidents is the result of the interaction of various subsystems. e modified brittle relational analysis can effectively be used to determine the relationship of different subsystems with accidents. It proves that it has been one of the most effective means to analyze and find out the most notable brittle relation between accidents and all types of factors. e results of the modified brittle relational analysis indicated that in a coal mine, the main brittle influence on its safety system was the working environment and geological condition. Meanwhile, by combining with the brittle fluctuating entropies of all subsystems, the result shows the environment, machine, and operations management subsystems can provide more room to control mine accidents for further realizing the intrinsic safety of mine production. It is beneficial for the decision-makers and supervisors to make clear of the state of the mine and to keep accident away in time by attaching importance to safety management, introducing advanced equipment, and updating old equipment in time to improve mechanization level.
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